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Abstract: The reliability of V2X (vehicle-to-everything) communication is important for safe auto-
mated driving. With the advances in wireless communication and multipath transport protocols, a
vehicle can employ multiple wireless interfaces and carry out multipath communication. Although
there has been extensive research into increasing the Quality of Service (QoS) performance, such as
throughput and delay in V2X communication, few studies have addressed explicit ways of improving
the reliability of vehicle-to-cloud (V2C) communication through multipath-based redundancy. This
paper addresses the issue of improving V2C reliably via multipath-based packet duplication, with
particular consideration given to redundancy mitigation. We propose a method that employs dynamic
adjustment of multipath redundancy to maintain packet-delivery reliability in V2C communication
while enabling redundancy mitigation. The evaluation results show that the proposed method
allows the vehicle to maintain the desired reliability in terms of successful packet transmission while
reducing redundancy caused by packet duplication in a multipath connection.

Keywords: vehicle to cloud (V2C); vehicle to everything; reliability; redundancy; multipath

1. Introduction

The integration of sensing information and the cloud via V2X (vehicle to everything)
is important for enabling automated driving and maneuver coordination [1–4]. One of the
basic communication types in V2X is V2C (vehicle to cloud), which supports vehicles in
updating and exchanging information on vehicle position, speed, and the results of object
sensing. Communication reliability, which refers to the successful ratio of packet delivery,
is a basic measure of V2X communication [5–7]. High communication reliability is required
in V2C communication, especially in cases where vehicles transmit important messages
or sensing data, such as those associated with driving safety. A V2C communication path
between a vehicle and a cloud server, such as a dynamic map server, consists of both
wireless and wired links [8]. Wireless communication types for vehicles include Dedicated
Short-Range Communication (DSRC), cellular C-V2X, 5G New Radio (NR), etc., [9–12].

Although advances in both wired and wireless communication, including multipath
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and Quick UDP Internet Connection (QUIC), have
facilitated broadband communications and end-to-end QoS support, V2C communication
confronts the reliability problem due to the diverse positions, applications, and demands
of QoS for vehicles [13,14]. Packet loss may occur in V2C data transmission due to wireless
communication failures or packet losses on the wired routes [15,16]. A vehicle may require
different demands of communication reliability in diverse situations. A vehicle needs a
transmission protocol based on the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) for low-delay delivery
of sensing stream data, which are periodically sent from the vehicle to the cloud.

This study is inspired by the following considerations and facts: (1) Advances in
multipath communication, such as multipath TCP and multipath QUIC, have facilitated
the practical application of multiple paths in V2X networks [17–19]. (2) Concurrent trans-
mission of the same message through different paths is a way to improve the reliability
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of V2C communication and overcome the reliability limit of data transmission on a V2C
path. (3) On the other hand, multipath-based packet transport with duplicated packet
transmission also incurs the potential problem of redundancy in data transmission due
to the concurrent use of multiple paths. Redundant utilization of multiple paths causes
the consumption of wireless resources at the vehicle side and increased traffic load at the
cloud side.

Therefore, this paper addresses the issue of enabling both end-to-end V2C reliability
and mitigating path redundancy for multipath-based duplicated packet delivery in V2C
communication. We propose a multipath V2C method that controls multipath redundancy
to improve and maintain the reliability of packet transmission. Packet duplication is carried
out by the concurrent use of multiple paths, leading to resilience to packet losses in a
single path. Furthermore, to reduce the redundancy of duplicated packet transmission,
redundancy mitigation is achieved with the proposed method via dynamic adjustment of
the number of paths adopted in multipath transmission. The dynamic adjustment of the
path number is based on the sensing of packet losses at the receiver side.

At the vehicle side, a vehicle first relays the target reliability and packet transmission
schedule to the cloud server. During V2C communication, the vehicle dynamically chooses
the number of paths based on the assessment results of reliability and redundancy obtained
from the cloud server. The cloud server assesses the packet losses at each path and
periodically judges the reliability by comparing it with the target reliability. In order to
support path redundancy adjustment, the cloud server informs the vehicle of the reliability
results, which enables vehicles to adjust the necessary number of redundant paths.

The contributions of this study are as follows: (1) As far as we know, we are the
first to address the issue of improving the reliability of V2C communication via multiple
paths with both packet duplication and mitigation of path redundancy. (2) Taking into
account the features of V2X and advances in multipath transmission, detailed algorithms
are designed for the vehicle side and the cloud server side. The proposed method allows
for cooperation between vehicles and the cloud through the exchange of information about
the transmission schedule, packet loss status, and information related to path redundancy
adjustment. (3) Explicit examinations of the effectiveness of the proposed method are
carried out using theoretical analysis and computer simulations. The evaluation results
show that the proposed method is effective in terms of packet transmission reliability,
redundancy, and the average number of paths utilized to enable the target reliability
compared to methods utilizing a fixed number of paths.

2. Related Works

Multipath transport protocols have been widely discussed in recent years [17,18,20].
Multipath TCP (MPTCP) is a TCP extension that enables a TCP connection to deliver
data over different paths [17,21]. Quick UDP Internet Connection (QUIC) is a proto-
col that involves Transport Layer Security (TLS) and HTTP/2 over UDP to reduce de-
lays in client–server communication [22]. Multipath QUIC (MPQUIC) is an extension of
QUIC for data delivery over multiple paths at wireless terminals or IP hosts [17,18,20].
MPQUIC is a connection-based protocol, which allows multiple paths to send data for
a single connection.

Essentially, a multipath protocol examines path identification, path management, path
scheduling, reliable data transmission, and congestion control. The path management
functionality of MPQUIC employs a path manager to control the creation and deletion of
paths [17,18,20]. The path scheduling function employs a path scheduler that enables a
sender to select paths among active paths to send packets [17,18,21].

Reference [23] addressed the issue of acknowledgment (ACK) packet loss in multipath
QUIC. The authors proposed a method utilizing different routes to deliver data and ACK
messages for multipath-based data delivery based on QUIC. The proposed method solves
the on-air problem of ACK loss and increases the network throughput. Reference [24]
compared multipath TCP and multipath QUIC. Similar performance results were achieved
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for multipath TCP and multipath QUIC. However, the authors pointed out that multipath
TCP is limited to the API exposed by the iOS system, but there is no such constraint for
multipath QUIC.

Reference [19] introduced a reliable fault-tolerant-based multipath routing model. In the
proposed method, three paths are built, with one used as the primary path. Reference [25]
proposed a method that allows multiple paths to be discovered first. Then, the optimal
path in terms of delay is chosen, resulting in an improvement in delay performance.

A 5G RAN-based solution was proposed in [9] to improve QoS performance in V2X
through dynamic selection and changes to the communication interfaces. Combinations of
different wireless interfaces for the duplication or splitting of data packets were considered,
increasing the multi-connectivity capabilities. Further, the study in [26] examined the
utilization of multiple links in Wi-Fi networks to improve reliability. However, these
studies did not address the issue of redundancy reduction using multiple paths.

Employing redundancy to improve reliability is a basic approach used in various
systems, such as data storage and information communication [25,27]. Error correction
codes adopt the additional or redundant bits to encode messages in a redundant way
for detecting and correcting errors introduced by the channel in communication [28].
Redundant storage is employed to improve tolerance to system failures, such as RAID
(redundant array of independent disks) [29].

Redundancy mitigation is an important issue in collective perception within V2X net-
works. Reference [30] addressed the issue of reducing redundant information in collective
perception, using data selection algorithms to compare, judge, and select the necessary
data among vehicles.

As far as we know, conventional studies have not explicitly examined the utilization
and dynamic control of multipath redundancy in V2C communication for improving end-
to-end reliability and mitigating path redundancy. This paper studies the end-to-end path
reliability and redundancy control of multiple paths. Hence, we design a method for the
utilization and control of path redundancy primarily focused on the “ends”, corresponding
to vehicles and the cloud server. We address the issue of efficiently utilizing redundant
multiple paths through dynamic adjustment of path combinations to enable both the
reliability and the mitigation of path redundancy in V2C communication.

3. Motivation and System Model
3.1. Motivation

V2C communication enables information exchange between vehicles and cloud servers.
V2C communication plays a significant role in the periodical transmission of vehicle
information such as vehicle position and speed, as well as sensing information obtained
from the camera, LiDAR, and GPS receiver mounted at the vehicle. Hence, the reliability of
V2C communication is associated with driving safety, collision avoidance, and coordination
among vehicles.

For a V2C path, packet loss may occur due to wireless communication issues at the
vehicle side and potential congestion at the cloud server side. Hence, reliability in terms of
packet losses on a single V2C path is constrained to support high-reliability communication
between the vehicle and the cloud server. To improve V2C reliability, duplicated packet
transmission across multiple paths is a way to improve reliability. First, duplicated delivery
of packets across multiple paths increases the probability of receiving information at the
cloud server. Second, with advances in multipath transport protocols and the low cost of
wireless interfaces for vehicles, multipath delivery of V2C packets is practical.

On the other hand, improving reliability with multipath-based duplicated packet
delivery comes with the cost of path redundancy at both the sender and receiver sides.
Therefore, we attempt to address the issue of enabling V2C reliability while minimizing
unnecessary redundancy. This issue is important due to the increasing number of cloud-
connected vehicles and the increasing role of V2C in promoting driving safety, automated
driving, and intelligent transport.
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3.2. System Model

A vehicle has multiple wireless interfaces such as Long-Term Evolution (LTE), 5G,
DSRC, Wi-Fi, etc. We denote the wireless interfaces of a vehicle by IFset = {IF1, IF2, . . . , IFn}.
A vehicle connects to the cloud server via V2C communication through the Internet, as
shown in Figure 1. A communication path between a vehicle and a cloud server includes
both wireless links, from the vehicle to the base station or access point, and wired links
to the Internet. A typical application of data transmission in a vehicle is the periodical
delivery of sensing results and vehicle position information to the cloud server.

Let MaxPathNum denote the maximum number of active paths in a multipath con-
nection that a vehicle can utilize. The maximum number of active paths is limited by the
total number of wireless interfaces |IFset| in a vehicle.

Figure 1. System model.

Suppose that each vehicle has a target reliability defined by the successful rate of
packet delivery. The target reliability value is determined by the demand for reliable
communication according to the position and safety status of the vehicle [31]. For example,
at a road intersection that has a potential risk of collision, a vehicle requires high reliability
in V2C communication.

The reliability of V2C communication is measured by the successful delivery rate of
packets from a vehicle to the cloud server. Hence, the reliability value is in the range of [0, 1].
With multipath-based packet delivery, reliability is the successful delivery rate of packets
in a multipath connection from a vehicle to the cloud server. To simplify the problem we
are addressing, we assume that the target reliability is constant for each vehicle.

A vehicle initiates V2C communication by periodically sending sensing, speed, and
position information to the cloud server. V2C communication requires UDP-based and
low-delay transmission. We assume that the delay is small in packet transmission without
ACK and retransmission. The cloud server identifies packet duplication when receiving
multiple duplicated packets transmitted from different paths, assuming the sender of a
vehicle can label the duplicated packet with a time stamp and an associated ID.

In the proposed system, a vehicle exchanges the schedule information of periodically
transmitted messages with the cloud server. The basic schedule information includes the
start and end times of the message transmission, transmission interval (e.g., 100 ms), and
target reliability in terms of successful packet reception rate. Based on the information
exchange of the transmission schedule, the cloud server carries out packet loss counting,
assessment of receiving reliability, and evaluation of path adjustments.

In accordance with practical multipath transport protocols, we present a general
approach to path utilization in the proposed system as follows. A vehicle creates k paths,
from which the multipath scheduler chooses n paths for transmitting data packets with
duplication. Essentially, k is set to MaxPathNum. The monitoring of reliability for each
created path is carried out at the cloud server during data delivery. Suppose a path is
monitored for m percent of the time during V2C transport. The percentage m can be either
100 percent or the ratio of time the path is in an active state for data delivery. (When m
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is 100 percent and a path is not always chosen as an active path to deliver data packets,
we assume path reliability is monitored via probing-based packet delivery rates, such as
periodical ping operations).

4. Reliable V2C Communication Using Multiple Paths with Redundancy Mitigation

We propose a multipath method for V2C communication that employs a dynamic
selection of communication paths to address both reliability and redundancy in V2C
communication. The proposed method adjusts the number of multiple paths according to
the packet loss status in each active path and the desired reliability, as shown in Figure 2.
In general, increasing the number of paths for packet duplication transmission improves
reliability improvement, whereas decreasing the number of paths reduces redundancy in
packet duplication at the receiver side.

Figure 2. Dynamic adjustment of path redundancy.

Initially, a default number of paths is set up on a vehicle. This default number of paths
can be employed according to the risk degree and demand reliability of the vehicle. By
identifying the packet loss in V2C communication at the cloud server, periodic judgment of
reliability matching is carried out at the cloud side.

The cloud server processes the judgment of insufficiency or over-redundancy of the
current number of paths used. If the current number of paths used is insufficient to reach
the target reliability value, the cloud server instructs the vehicle to increase the number of
paths in packet delivery. Then, the vehicle attempts to include an additional path in V2C
communication the next time around. If the current path number used is overly redundant,
the vehicle attempts to delete one of the paths in the multipath connection in the next
period. In the following sections, we introduce details of the proposed method, including
how to identify the packet losses and how to judge the status of over-redundancy of paths.

The algorithm for the proposed method, implemented at the cloud server, is shown
in Figure 3. First, the cloud server obtains information on the target reliability and trans-
mission schedule of a vehicle initiating V2X communication. The cloud server then sets
up the interval for reliability checks by monitoring end-to-end packet loss on each path
in V2C communication. That is, the cloud server periodically assesses and checks the
reliability performance of V2C communication on each active path created by the vehicle.
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During V2C communication, the reliability of each active path in terms of packet losses is
monitored based on the received number of packets and the scheduled delivery of packets.
The cloud server calculates the overall reliability of the multipath connection between it
and the vehicle based on the total received packets without counting duplicated packets.
To enable the broad application of the proposed method, this paper mainly focuses on
monitoring and utilizing the status of end-to-end packet loss without needing to identify
the factors that cause packet loss.

Input: Maximum route number, Target 
Reliability

Initialize: Default route number, Check period, Timeout period

Count packet loss rate at each route and the
receiving redundancy;

Time counting start: t=t+1

If timeout

End

No

Yes

If (t mod 
CheckPeriod=0)

Check the conditions for route adjustment

Inform vehicle to adjust path number by adding new path
(n=n+1).

Inform vehicle to decrease path number (n=n-1)

If  (Reliability> 
(TargetThreshold+Offset))

If  reliability-
insufficiency is judged 

Multipath packet reception

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Obtaining data transmission schedule from vehicles

Figure 3. Algorithm implemented at the cloud server.

The cloud compares the total effect of the reliability of a multipath connection with
the target reliability to judge whether to keep, increase, or decrease the number. of paths
In cases where the resulting reliability is less than the target threshold, the cloud server
instructs the vehicle to increase the number of paths to improve reliability. In cases where
the resulting reliability is greater than or equal to the target reliability but less than the
threshold for decreasing the number of paths, the cloud server instructs the vehicle to
keep the current number of paths. The cloud sends information for path adjustment to the
vehicle via the normal single-path TCP protocol. The threshold for decreasing the number
of paths is defined by the sum of the target threshold and an offset value. In cases where
the resulting reliability is greater than the threshold for decreasing the number of paths,
the cloud server instructs the vehicle to decrease the current number of paths.

The algorithm in the proposed method, implemented at the vehicle side, is shown in
Figure 4. First, the vehicle determines the target reliability, which can be based on the risk
level. The vehicle then informs the cloud server of its target reliability and packet delivery
schedule. To enable the cloud server to track the packet loss status in V2C communication,
the packet delivery schedule information includes the start time, end time, and frequency
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of packet delivery (e.g., 100 ms) from the vehicle to the cloud server. Upon obtaining the
adjustment information from the cloud server, the vehicle updates the multipath setup to
maintain reliability and reduce redundancy.

Input: Maximum route number, Target 
Reliability

Initialize: Default route number, Check period, t=1, Timeout period

Time counting start: t=t+1

If timeoute

Output: Adjusted route set

No

Yes

If (t mod 
CheckPeriod=0)

Check the recommendation information from the cloud 
server for route adjustment 

Adjust path number by adding new path (n=n+1).

Decrease path number (n=n-1)

If the cloud server 
recommends  to increase 

the path number

Packet transmission via Multipath V2X 

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Inform the cloud the data transmission schedule 

If  (Reliability > 
(TargetThreshold+Offset))

Figure 4. Algorithm implemented at the vehicle side.

In cases where the cloud server instructs the vehicle to increase the number of paths
to improve reliability, the vehicle increases the number of paths if the current number of
paths is less than the maximum number of active paths. In cases where the cloud server
instructs the vehicle to keep the current number of paths, the vehicle does not make any
changes to the number of paths used. In cases where the cloud server instructs the vehicle
to decrease the current number of paths, the vehicle proceeds to decrease the number of
paths if the current number of paths is greater than one.

We further examine the basic properties of the proposed method in terms of reliability.
Let the maximum number of paths for a multipath connection be N. Let PL[i] denote the
packet loss probability. Assume that the reliability of V2C communication is measured by
the successful delivery rate of packets.

The reliability of using n paths, 1 ≤ n ≤ N to send the same packet can be expressed as

Relaiblity[n] = 1 −
n

∏
i=1

PL[i]. (1)

The improvement in reliability compared to using a single path can be expressed as

ReliabilityImprovement = Reliability[n]− Reliability[1]

= PL[1]−
n

∏
i=1

PL[i].
(2)
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The effectiveness of improving reliability by adding a path can be expressed as

ReliabilityAdd = Reliability[n + 1]− Reliability[n]

= (1 −
n+1

∏
i=1

PL[i])− (1 −
n

∏
i=1

PL[i])

= (1 − PL[n + 1]) ∗
n

∏
i=1

PL[i].

(3)

The effectiveness of changing reliability by removing a path can be expressed as

ReliabilityDecrease = Reliability[n]− Reliability[n − 1]

= (1 −
n

∏
i=1

PL[i])− (1 −
n−1

∏
i=1

PL[i])

= (1 − PL[n]) ∗
n

∏
i=1

PL[i].

(4)

5. Simulations

Computer simulations were conducted for the performance evaluation of the proposed
method. The objective of the simulations was to examine the effectiveness of redundant
packet delivery through multiple paths and redundancy mitigation by adjusting the num-
ber of paths. Through the simulations, the performance of the proposed method was
compared to both conventional methods of path utilization: those involving single path-
based communication and those involving multipath-based communication with a fixed
number of paths. Therefore, the scenarios used for evaluation included (1) single-path
communication; (2) multipath communication consisting of three active paths; and (3) the
proposed method utilizing dynamic multipath communication with diverse offset values.

The evaluation metrics included reliability, the average number of paths employed
in a multipath connection, the number of path changes, and packet reception redundancy.
The reliability metric represents the successful rate of packet delivery to the cloud in a
multipath connection. The packet reception redundancy represents the average number
of duplicated packets received at the cloud server for each source packet. To simplify
the network’s complexity, the evaluation employed a setup involving the probability of
end-to-end packet loss on each path.

Unless otherwise stated, the parameter setup used was as shown in Table 1. The
maximum number of paths was set to 5, indicating the maximum number of wireless RF
interfaces, such as LTE, DSRC, etc. The number of fixed paths in the simulations was set
to 1 and 3. The target reliability was set to 90 percent. In the simulations, we set up the
occurrence of packet loss on each path with predefined probabilities to simulate a general
scenario of packet loss, regardless of the factors that caused it. The packet loss probabilities
of the paths were set to 20 percent, 30 percent, 40 percent, 40 percent, and 70 percent for
paths 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively. In the simulations, the selection of paths was in order
from high reliability to low reliability. To simplify the management of reliability information
at each path, we assumed that the reliability was monitored at every time unit for each
path. Furthermore, we assumed that the cloud-to-vehicle communication was reliable and
focused on examining the V2C operation.
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Table 1. Simulation setup.

Parameters Setup

Maximum path number 5

Initial route number in the proposed methods 3

Time unit 100 ms

Period for the route adjustment 50 time units

Total evaluation time 1000 time units

Reliability target (packet successful delivery rate) 90 percent

Successful delivery probability at each path 80, 70, 60, 60, 30 percent for paths 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

Figure 5a,b show the reliability of packet delivery with a fixed number of path(s). The
blue line in the figure represents the target reliability. With only one path being employed,
the average reliability was 0.776, which was far lower than the target reliability, even when
using the best path among the five candidate paths. With three paths being employed, the
average reliability was above 95 percent, which was much higher than the target threshold.
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Figure 5. Reliability performance.

Figure 5c shows the proposed method, employing the target reliability as the threshold
for all adjustments of the path number. The average reliability was 0.903, which was close
to the target reliability. The partial performance of reliability was sometimes lower than the
target reliability. Figure 5d shows the proposed method, which utilized a threshold with
an offset of 0.03 to decrease the number of paths. The average reliability was 0.908, which
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was a little higher than the target reliability most of the time. Sometimes, the reliability was
lower than the target reliability.

Figure 6a–d summarize the average reliability, average redundancy of packet recep-
tion, average number of paths, and average number of path changes. The average reliability
of the method employing three fixed paths was the highest, reaching up to 0.969, and also
achieved the highest redundancy of 1.063 in packet reception. The average reliability of
the single-path method was 0.776, which was the lowest and less than the target threshold,
although it achieved a minimum redundancy of −0.224 in packet reception.

The average reliability of the proposed method with an offset of 0 was 0.903, which
was close to the target threshold. This method achieved a relatively low redundancy of
0.478 in packet reception, but it achieved the highest number of path changes (18) among
the evaluated methods, as shown in Figure 6d. The average number of paths in the
multipath connection was 2.05, as shown in Figure 6c.

The average reliability of the proposed method with an offset of 0.03 was 0.908, which
was higher than the target threshold. This method achieved an average redundancy of
packet reception of 0.751, as shown in Figure 6b. The average number of paths in the
multipath connection was 2.5, as shown in Figure 6b. The number of path adjustments
in this scenario for the proposed method was 11, as shown in Figure 6c. Compared with
the proposed method employing the target reliability as the threshold for decreasing the
number of paths, there were fewer changes in the number of paths. This is because the
offset used only allowed for decreasing the number of paths when the reliability was higher
than the sum of the target reliability and the offset.

Furthermore, the Appendix A examines the impact of the offset in the reliability
threshold on reliability, path Number, and redundancy.
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Figure 6. Summary of performance results.

6. Discussion and Future Work

Although the destination of V2C communication discussed in this paper is the cloud
server, the proposed method is not limited to connections between vehicles and the cloud.
We consider it possible for vehicles communicating with edge servers to apply the proposed
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method for reliability improvement by setting the connecting destination of vehicles to
edge servers.

The proposed method employs path selection and redundant path adjustment based
on the end-to-end performance of packet delivery between a vehicle and the cloud server,
instead of focusing solely on the performance of wireless communication for path manage-
ment. This is because a V2C path does not only involve wireless links. Choosing the most
appropriate path(s) is one of the main focuses of future work. Further, it is challenging to
enable the integration of the proposed method with conventional redundancy management
methods that focus on a single path, a wireless link, or resource deployment.

7. Conclusions

Ensuring the reliability of end-to-end V2C communication is important for automated
driving and intelligent transport systems. We address the issue of improving V2C reliability
by efficiently utilizing redundant packet delivery across multiple paths while improving
and mitigating path redundancy. We propose a method that dynamically adjusts multiple
paths to improve and maintain reliability, thus enabling redundancy mitigation. The
evaluation results show that the proposed method allows V2C communication to maintain
the target reliability and utilize the appropriate number of paths with low redundancy.
Compared with packet-delivery operations that use a fixed number of paths for packet
transmission, the proposed method achieves effective utilization of multiple paths in terms
of both high reliability and a small number of redundant paths. This paper limits its scope
to examining vehicle-to-cloud reliability based on packet loss status. Future work includes
examining delay improvements based on path redundancy, reliability of cloud-to-vehicle
communication, and optimization of path selection and path redundancy management.
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Appendix A. Extended Evaluation Results: The Impact of the Offset in the Reliability
Threshold on Reliability, Path Number, and Redundancy

We further examined the impact of different offset values for the reliability threshold
on the decrease in the number of paths. The threshold offset values used were 0, 0.02, 0.04,
0.06, 0.08, and 0.1.

Figure A1 shows the resulting reliability values for the different offset values. Offset
values larger than 0.06 led to high reliability values of up to 0.96. Other offset values
resulted in reliability values that were a little higher or near the target reliability.
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Figure A1. Reliability values for different offsets.

Figure A2 shows the resulting path numbers employed in V2C communication for
the different offset values. Offset values larger than 0.06 led to an average of three paths
being adopted in the multipath connection. Other offset values resulted in a number of
paths ranging from 2.05 to 2.5. An offset value of 0.06 resulted in the smallest path number
of 2.05 being employed in the multipath connection. An offset value of 0.02 resulted in
10 path changes, whereas offset values of 0.04 and 0.06 resulted in 9 and 1 path changes,
respectively. Offset values larger than 0.06 resulted in no changes in the number of paths.
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Figure A3 shows the resulting receiving redundancy values for the different offset
values. An offset value of 0.06 resulted in the smallest redundancy value of 0.501, whereas
offset values larger than 0.06 resulted in the largest redundancy value of 1.063.
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(b) Reliability offset: 0.04
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(c) Reliability offset: 0.06
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(d) Reliability offset: 0.08
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Figure A2. Number of paths for different offsets.
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Figure A3. Redundancy values for different offsets.
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